Writing Assignment #3 - Compare and Contrast

I'm going to compare the culture from two different countries in America where I have experience: Peru and United States.

Physical expression or social norms. People in both have a good manners, the people say: "hello, good morning"and "thank you", but in other hands the serves in United States is excellent; the customer serves treat their client with respect; the serves in some places in Peru is bad, for exemplo: when
you go for dinner to the restaurant, some time you have to wait long time for you food and when you call to the waitress they are not friendly likewise the waitresses in United States.

Food. Boths countries have variety food, in United State you can eat food from Peru, restaurants where you can try the similar taste like Peru. in other hands Peru has more Organic and healthy food; United States has a lot of restaurants with fast food, junk food and processed food.

Economic. Peru with United States are similarly in communication boths have programs in t.v., radio and Internet. They also
have a different. While United States expend a lot of money in advertisement, in Peru the companies don't expend too much money in ads.

Peru and United States have similarity in good manner, in boths the people is friendly and they have variety in food. but in other hands while United States expended a lot of money in ads, try to get more clients in different way.
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During the years that I've lived in Seattle I've noticed some similarities, but of course a huge differences between my culture and American culture as well. First, the weather in Seattle is variable. In Seattle they have all the seasons such as winter, summer, fall, and spring. In Guatemala we only have two seasons winter and summer that make my country a warm place to live in. Second, in Guatemala we have our traditional food which is delicious, but also we have American food too. People in my country they're accustomed to cook everyday different meals. We only eat in fast food restaurants on weekends or maybe if sometimes we didn't have time to cook. In fact,
Americans are opposite to us. The big majority buy food everyday, and almost never cook at home. For them it is a ritual to make a lunch or dinner at home. For us, it is just normal. Next, in Guatemala like usa we have public transportation but not too efficient like in here. I like the patience that the bus driver has with the disabled people. The way that they help and treat them make me feel jealous because we don't have that service in my country. In Guat, the service is really inefficient and annoying. We don't have schedule so, if someone wants to take a bus, some times it could take long or short time depends their luck. Finally, Guatemala has a lot differences with usa in culture, polit...
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It is very difficult for a new culture, so we have to know the differences between one place and another. The principal issues that we need to learn about are: Education, Social Norms: Physical and emotional and how we can make new friends. Additionally, it is good to know language, customs and laws. The better way to learn this kind of things is comparing those issues with our culture. I am going to show contrast between México vs. the place where I live now - U.S.A. -

When I came here I read about the American people and was very interesting. I see that in U.S.A. school are more informal and casual than Mexico. In Mexico, kids have to wear uniforms, the hair very short and there is many pressure in the school. Many Homework. On the contrary in U.S.A. kids wear casual and the curriculum is more focus in social and natural activities, such as environment. On other hand in USA, teachers never were
Teologías resueltos in the classroom. In México education is cheaper than USA when you go to the college.

Social Norms are, in my opinion, more cold in USA and American people use to do everything with one schedule and one clock in the hand, also they don't show their feeling easily. In México there are more contact with the person who you love or have a friendship.

If you can make friend, you can feel like in home, and in USA is difficult to do that because many people live in hurry and as a result is hard to take time to social events.

When you don't know anything about roles is for sure that one problem comes, I feel in USA are more rules and people who make, that those rules are accomplished, in consequence people live better.